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 Xay, 1917.] MAN. [Nos. 62-63.

 Oriental history as known to writers of the Greek age. Berossus was sneered at

 as without significance and arbitrary in his dates; moderns assumed that they

 certainly knew better than he did with all the survival of early historians before
 him. Now we have to acknowledge that our arguments were worthless, when we

 come to a little certain information. This must react on the status of other com-

 pilers, such as Manetho. Other discoveries affect one of the most important chapters

 of the book, that on the cultural influence of Sumer in Egypt. The carved ivory

 knife-handle which was acquired by the Louvre three years ago has given a firm

 basis for the contact of a civilisation which originated in Elam, and was in touch

 with the best period of the prehistoric age in Egypt. It shows that the east was
 far advanced before Egypt, and that the art of the slate palettes in Egypt originated
 from this Elaimite school. This finally puts out of the question a purely indigenous

 development in Egypt, without foreign influence on the dynastic culture. There can
 be no question that the dynastic art was due to a fusion of an Oriental race with

 Egyptians. Another question to be reconsidered is the continuity of race in Egypt,

 on which Dr. Kingo states that Dr. Elliot Sinith " has demonstrated the lineal
 descent of the dynastic from the pre-dynastic Egyptians." Now, from a much

 larger body of material, it has been shown (in Tarkhan II) that there was a

 continually increasing effect of the dynastic people on the predynastic, that this

 culminated in the dynastic conquest, and that the mixed people gradually recovered
 the original climatic type subsequently. This accords with the artistic history shown

 by the ivory and slate carvings (Ancient Egypt, 1917, pp. 26-36). No one knows
 better than Dr. King how incessantly history is revised by fresh discovery, and we
 hope that his publisher will give him free scope in future reprints. W. M F, 1'.

 Africa, West: Philosophy. Dennett.
 My Yoruba Alphabet. B3y R. E. Dennett. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., l9

 St. Martin's Street, London. 1916.
 This book is not a treatise on Yoruba phonetics, and although it proposes (in

 the first three pages) a new method of writing Yoruba, by using double letters and

 prefixing hyphens to get rid of certain dotted vowels and consonants, it has little

 to do with Yoruba philology, and a great deal to do with Yoruba (or is it

 Mr. Dennett's ?) philosophy.
 It is written to direct " the thoughts of Yoruba teachers, students, and ehildreni

 " into such channels as shall conduce to an accurate and intelligent appreciation of

 " the philosophv in their truly beautifuil language." In other words, the author

 proposes to unveil, analyse, anid apply to the Yoruba language the Great Universal

 Order. This great universal order comprises the eight great elemental factors:

 1, Attlhority ; 2, Morality ; 3, Potentiality; 4, Volition ; 5, Vitalization ; 6, Reci-

 procity; 7, Capacity ; 8, Effectivity.
 After a statement as to the religious and spiritual influence permeating the

 Yoruba people, shown by their devotion to religious performances and strivings

 for communion with Ollorun, the great owner of the heavens and the Great

 Universal Spirit, the author suggests that as certain words in Yoruba differ only in

 accent and intonation as, e.g., enmi, mi (I), mi (to breathe), emi (breath), emmi (life),
 mi (to agitate), " it is quite conceivable that in the minds of the early progenitors

 " of the Yoruba race there may have prevailed the idea that all these elemenlts
 " were essential to the existetice of a perfect being," i.e., the first person-emi or
 mi (1).

 He then shows that the factors of the Great Universal Order enumerated
 are built up from the Yoruba vowel sounds, in the order of the Yoruba
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